
With a global audience of over 
800 million, this race will take your 

brand into new waters.

ATLANTIC CHALLENGE



PR for the Talisker Whisky Atlantic Challenge is growing every year through a wide variety of media channels and, 
as the statistics below (from the 2019/20 race) show, brand exposure opportunities have never been greater. 

And as the only Scottish crew taking part in an international fleet, we aim to generate considerable National media 
interest and inspire the people of Scotland. Photography and video from training, events and the race itself will be 
widely publicised and available for our sponsors to utilise. 

Five in a Row
www.fiveinarow.co.uk

TV PRINT DIGITAL RACE WEBSITE RACE TRACKER
60+ Broadcasts
42.5M audience

732 pieces of coverage
884M people reached

3,600+ Posts
150M people reached

1.5M page views
19K+ unique visits/month 

2M+ views
(60% increase since 

2017/18 race)

18M total reach
26K page likes

588K live video views

42K total post likes
20.2% post engagement

2M views over 
53 countries

5K impressions/day
45K Tweet engagements

GLOBAL PR & BRAND EXPOSURE

In December 2021 we will be setting off to row unsupported across the Atlantic Ocean - a distance of 3000 miles. 
Our crew hail from East Lothian and Perthshire and will be the only Scottish crew racing an international fleet of 40. 

We would like to offer you the opportunity to become one of 
our Corporate Sponsors and take advantage of the Global PR 
and brand exposure associated with the race, as well as a 
range of team-building and events-based benefits we can 
offer your company.
 
As the sole Scottish crew, we want to work with and promote  
Scottish brands and companies, and we feel that your 
organisation would make the perfect partner for our 
challenge. 

We understand that this is a challenging time for business and have created a range of sponsorship packages to suit 
all budgets. We are also happy to put together a bespoke package to suit your company.

Sponsoring Five in a Row



Exclusive Main Sponsor Exclusive only 1 available

BRONZESILVERGOLDPLATINUM
£POA

NAME THE BOAT

Company rowing experience

Company talk/PR events 
before & after the race

Oar with company logo to keep after 
completion of the event

Company video message from the 
crew at start, middle and end of race

Company entry into
‘Race Us’ event

Invitation to appear on our podcast

Full aft cabin wrap

Logo above bow hatch

Logo on crew polo – chest

Logo on 5IAR website

Intro on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

Company talk/PR events 
before & after the race

Company video message from the 
crew at start, middle and end of race

Company entry into
‘Race Us’ event

Logo on forward cabin 
above Talisker branding

Logo on crew polo – sleeve

Logo on 5IAR website

Intro on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

Company talk/PR events 
before & after the race

Company entry into
‘Race Us’ event

Large logo on hull

Logo on 5IAR website

Logo on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

Medium logo on hull

Logo on 5IAR website

Logo on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

£25,000 £15,000 £5,000

OAR

Exclusive - only 7 available

Logo on blade and loom

Logo on 5IAR website

Logo on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

Ownership of oar on return
*oars may be damaged or lost at sea

£2,500

BOSUN (£1/mile)

Small logo on hull

Logo on 5IAR website

Logo on 5IAR social media

Access to race photography

£3,000

STOWAWAY

Name or logo inside the boat

Name or logo on 5IAR website

£250
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From buying one of our race oars, entering your employees in our “Race Us” event or getting your branding 
professionally wrapped onto the boat itself, we have a wide variety of rewards on offer in return for sponsorship.

We have developed 7 reward packages based on your contribution which we’ve outlined below, but we’re equally 
happy to create a bespoke package for you that best suits your business.  For more information or to discuss 

becoming one of our sponsors please email hello@fiveinarow.co.uk

Our Race Us event is an online challenge for sponsors and their employees to cover the 3000 mile crossing by 
logging walks, cycles, rows and runs. You’ll be racing the crew and our other sponsors and will be able to see your 

team’s progress on our website. 

This is a great way to encourage fitness and wellbeing in your employees, and everyone can contribute regardless 
of the level of effort. We can provide a Concept2 rowing machine for office use during the race.

We can build a 
Bespoke Package for 

your business!
Please contact us

for more info.
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REVERSE RETT  
Our chosen charity is Reverse Rett. It’s a charity that crew-member Ross and his wife Catherine are very 
much involved with as their young daughter Eliza has Rett Syndrome. The charity is dedicated to changing 
the lives of children and adults with this disorder.

Scientists at Edinburgh University have proved that a cure for Rett is possible, and human trials of a gene 
therapy, that might allow Eliza to speak again, began in 2019. Your sponsorship will help us to achieve a big 
fundraising target which Reverse Rett can use to fund this search for a cure.

Estimated to affect 1 in 10,000 live female births, the 
disorder is rarely seen in males. Most people with Rett 
Syndrome are unable to speak, walk or use their hands. 
Breathing problems, feeding tubes, seizures, anxiety, 
gastrointestinal and orthopaedic issues are common. 

Research has shown that people with Rett do not have brain 
damage. They know and understand much more than their 
bodies allow them to show – but they are locked in, trapped 
by a body that cannot obey signals from their brain.

Rett Syndrome is a post-natal 
neurological disorder which 
most often affects little girls 
around the age of 12-18 months.

Crew-member Ross with his daughter Eliza who has Rett S
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ROWING 24 HOURS A DAY, IN 2-HOUR SHIFTS,
FOR OVER 5 WEEKS, TO COVER 3000 MILES

Our crew of 5 men from Scotland will be rowing 
our 8m boat across the Atlantic Ocean in December 2021.  

We will be rowing unsupported, carrying all of our food and supplies on board, and 
will be facing 20ft waves, sleep deprivation and a distinct lack of toilet facilities.

WHY? TO PUSH OUR PHYSICAL AND MENTAL BOUNDARIES 
AND TO RAISE MONEY FOR AN AMAZING CHARITY


